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POSITIVE AW) NSdATWS FACTC'RS IN liARITAL HAPPINESS
Chapter I
Introduction end Statement of Problem
The institution of marriage nas existed in some form
or otner since tne early darrn of tne Human race. It tias
served numerous purposes and been entered into for reasons I
more social, economic, and hiological tiian personal in na-
ture. Altnougn it nas taken many varied forms tnroughout
the centuries, a great number of \Tnich still exist, funda-
mentally it has been a primary'- relat ions’nip , Because of
its intimate nature, it Has needed only a suitable cultural
milieu in whicn to develop into a relationsliip
,
tne person-
al aspects of varich vrould be as mucn or more in prominence
as tne social, economic, and biological. Our culture nas
favored such a development. Hence, happiness and con^Dati-
bility have become tne criteria by nicn tne modern mar-
riage in general is Judged. Whether happiness should be
the alpha and omega of marriage or not is beside the issue
of this particular paper. What vre are interested in is v?ha':
influences in the boy's and girl's life prior to marriage
bear a positive or negative relationship to their chances
for marital happiness,
n
statement of Work Already Done
The problems surrounding marriage adjustment have tre-
mendous appeal. We all are vitally interested in some way
peculi_ar to us in thi s relationship
,
but w hat w e really

knoT7 about marriage and t-ie elements wtiic’n go into making
it a success or a failure or a mediocre product of tv7o Hu-
man lives is but slignt. Those v:no are daily called upon
to guide, help or salvage marriages are often at a loss to
knov? viiat to say or vriiat, if anything, to do aoout it inas-
much as our understanding of the factors in the situation
is so relatively meager.
Not many years ago there v;as considerable resentment
tovrsrd those v’ho tried to analyze objectively the causes of
marital happiness and unhappiness. It v^as felt that married
life V7as too personal and sacred to be analyLed
.
Hov/ever,
with interest so keen, it was only to be expected that a few
searching minds would venture forth and collect data ‘in
statistical and case study form. The leaders among those
who have done so are fhc r.lov/rers, Hamilton, Dickinson, and
Hearn, Davis, Jessie Bernard, Popenoe, Terman, Burgess,
Cotrell, TToodhouse, and Kirkpatrick. Their samples have
been varied in extent, reliability of proofs, nature, and
objectives. Some have studied marriage in the light of its
physical and psychological aspects of sex; some have been
intrigued by the implications in the unconscious motivations
influencing family behavior; others have studied z'ae part
played by the economic factors; and srill others have been
intere'^ted in the interaction of temperaments
.
Because of
these differences, the situation at the present time is one
of confusion due to seeming and real contradictions. • The
seeming contradictions arise out of the many different
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emp'aases placed on similar and related data. Tine real con-
tradictions are often due first to tne expression of opin-
ions ratner tnan of facts and second, to tne misinterpret-
ation or dat,s collected.
All in all tHere is a need for a cnecking or previous
researcn, ror contriouLlng nev; dara, ana lor piecing rne
resulos or various studies into a meaningiui T/iiole. It is
•witd tnls latter process tnat ^76 are interested. Our aim
is to present tne complete picture, insofar as is possible,
of p11 reliable information available to date regarding tne
experiences of tne young man and young v/oman from cnildnood
to mar.iage r’nicb have a positive, negative, or indifferent
effect upon their cnances far marital nappiness. The dat..
itself is not original, being dravm chiefly from the list
of names just previously mentioned. The treatment of the
data is original in that it involves the reinterpretation
of data collected nith other motives in mind for the pur-
pose of discovering information about a particular area,
^ith one exception, these authorities collected data on the
childhood teachings, experiences, and practices of people
without any desire to show oheir effects on marital happi-
ness. Terman alone had this aim in mind, but he treated it
only as a part of a much larger purpose and not as an entitj’
in and of itself.
Form in which Data to be Presented
Obviously, he Vvho attempts an analysis of nappiness
lays himse lf open to criticism, the criticism that no two

9individuals have uhe same conception of happiness, end that
we do not really know what that elusive element is. It is
also a fact that what makes for unhappiness or happiness in
marriage is true only for a given culture at a given time.
These patterns are constantly changing along with our cul-
tural patterns. Happiness is a com lex reactijn, the re-
|
suit of an unlimited number of inter- related satisfactions.
But by it, for the purposes of this paper at least, w'e mean ^
that state of reacting very favorably on the average to the
multiple aspects of marital life. By positive factors, we
|
mean those which increase the chances of marital happiness;
|
by negative factors, those which decrease the cnances.
Data regarding the factors of marital happiness falls
;
I
roughly into three categories; personality factors, funda-
|
mental or background factors, and specific sexual factors.
!
I
As this latter category deals v/ith the sexual side of the
I
I
adjustment after marriage, it naturally will be omitted
from a study of this kind. The background factors likev/ise
center around three categories; general, fsaiily, and sexual,!
Following are the personality factors whicn have their roots!
in pre-marital life and tend to influence the outcome of
|
marital satisfactions, !
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Chapter II
Personality Factors
It is Terman^ who proposes the theory that the apti-
tude for marital adjustment is a function of the temperament
,
and that there is a temperamental predisposition to marital
happiness or unhappiness. liore than any other aspect of
life in general, marriage is the result of what the partners]
put into it. What they put into it in turn depends upon
their own interests, attitudes, preferences, aversions,
habits, and emotional-response patterns; in short, all of
I
those elements which go to make up an aptitude for marriage,
besides the matter of one's own peculiar personality char-
acteristics, there is the problem of the degree to v/hich
they fit harmoniously or oiherA^ise with the characteristics
of the spouse
.
At first glance, t’nis chaptei may not appear to belong
in a work of this kind. Yet, when we realize that person-
ality is the product of training in the family, the school,
and the community at large, it is obvious that a knowledge
of the characteristics which make for happiness in the most
intimate end testing of human relationships, marriage, is
invaluable to all those interested in child training and
personality development.
1 Terman; Psychological Factors in luarital Happiness
.
Chs. VI & VII. The discussions in this entire section
are based on these two chapters. The two lengthy quota-
tions are from Chapter VII.
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3y v:ay of introduction to t’ne subject itself, Termsn i
r
has set fortn a general wor-d picture of the personality |i
li
attributes of the hc;ppily married v;omen subjects as a
h
group.
"Happily married vjomen, as a group, are
characterized by kindly attitudes, to^vard otners
and by the expectation of kindly attitudes in
return. They do not easily take offense and
are not unduely concerned about the impressions
they make upon others
. They do not look upon
social relat ionships as rivalry situations.
They are cooperative, do not object to subor-
dinate roles, and are not annoyed by advice
from others. Missionary and ministering atti-
tudes are frequently evidenced in their respon-
ses. They enjoy activities that bring educa-
tional or pleasurable opporrunities to otners
and like to do things for the dependent or un-
derprivileged
.
They are methodical and pains-
taking in their v/ork, attentive to detail, and
careful in regard to money. In religion, mor-
als, and politics they tend to be conservative
and conventional. Their expressed attitudes im-
ply a quiet self-assurance and a decidedly op-
timistic outlook upon life.
Unhappily married \"omen, on the other hand,
are characterized by emotional tenseness and by
ups and downs of moods. They give evidence of
deep-seated inferiority feelings to v;hich they
react by aggressive attitudes rather than by ti-
midity. They are inclined to be irritable and
dictatorial. Compensatory mechanisms resulting
in restive striving are common. These are seen
in the tendency of the unhappy wives to be ac-
tive "joiners", aggressive in business, and ov-
eranxious in social life. They strive for v.ide
circles of acquaintances but are more concerned
with being important than with being liked
.
They are egocentric and little interested in
benevolent and welfare activities, except in so
far as these offer opportunities for personal
recognition. They also like activities that
are fraught with opportunities for romance.
They are more inclined to be conciliatory in
their attitudes toward men than toward women
and show litt-le of the sex antagonism that un-
happily married men exhibit. They are impatient
and fitful v/orkers, dislike cautious or metho-
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ical people, and dislike types or \7ork tnat re-
quire metnodic&l and painstaking efrort. In pol-
itics, religion, ind social efnics tnej'' are more
often radical t’aan nappily married uomen."
Follo-'-ing these general pictures or types, Tennan turns
to more specific cnaracteristics on the basis of which the
general pictures were built. Here we find that those women
indicating neurotic traits appear more often in the unnapoy :
group, while those manifesting composure and serenity are
most apt to be in the group or happy wives. The poised,
self-confident women appear more frequently in the happy
group; While those who tend to be on the defensive, to get
"rattled" easily, and to make profuse excuses for mistakes
appear more frequently in the unhappy group. A consider-
able number of wives manifest tendencies to escape, to
"flight into reality"; they are more often found in the
unhappy than in the happy group. The same is true of ego-
tistical wives who tend to be over critical of others, to
disregard the feelings of others, and to ride "rough shod"
to their own ends. Those women who are kindly and benev-
olent toward others are apt to be listed v.’itn the nappy
wives. In regard to romance, these two groups are again in
direct contrast to each other. The unhappy wife, either
by reason of her lack of marital satisfaction or because
of drives within herself, often is not satisfied with the
conquest of one male. She must nave more romance, more
and more men admirers. Middle age is a tragedy to her.
The happy v.’oman, clso either as a result of a happy

13
marriage or because of drives witLiin Herself, or botu, tend^
to be more satisfied ritH ttie conquest of one male. SHe
j
does not seek nev; tnrills, and is more content to grov; old-
I
I
er witn dignity. In tiie matter of diversions tne nappy I
drives tend to be more interested in activities or an altru-
istic nature. They enjoy old people end tney like to teacn |i
cnildren. More tnan tlie unnappy v7ives tney enjoy vyriting
|
personal letters and engaging in nomely non-personal pas-
times. In tneir work, nappy •-omen tend to be definitely
more meticulous, persevering, and metnodical tnan tne un-
nappy wives. And lastly, nappy wives are generally more
conservative
.
It mignt be expected tnat tne general pictures of tne
nappy and unnappy nusbands would be replicas of tne pict-
ures of tne: e two groups of v.-omen, but sucn does not prove 'j
to be ..uite tne case as is evidenced by tne follov/ing: '
I
"Happily married men snow evidence of s^n even ^
and stable emotional tone. ._neir most cnaracter-
istic reaction to ofners is tnat of cooperation.
Tills is reflected in tneir attitudes toward busi-
ness superi:rs, witn •r.'nom tney work well; in tneir
attitude toward women, wnicli reflects equal! tarian
ideals; and in tneir benevolent attitudes toward
inferiors and underprivileged. In a gatnering of
people tney tend to be unself-conscious and some-
wnat extroverted. As compared witn U Lius bands,
tney sliow superior initiative, a greater tendency
to take responsibility, and greater ••illingness to
give close attention to detail in tneir daily work.
Tney like metnodical procedures and metnodical peo-
ple. In money matters tney ere saving and cautious.
Conservative attitudes axe strongly cnarc.c ^ex istic
of tnem. Tney usually nave a favorable attitude
toward religion and strongly upnold tne sex mores
and otner social conventions.
Unnappy nusbai.ids, on -He ot'ner naiid, are
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inclined to be moody cind some.. nat neurotic. Tliey
are prone to feelings of social inferiority, dis-
like being conspicuous in public, and are nlgnly
reactive to social opinion. This sense of social
insecurity is often compensated by doxiineering
attitudes in relationsnips vaiere tney feel super-
ior. They take pleasure in tne commandlns roles
over Dusiness aependents and v.omen, out tney v?ltQ-
araw from a situation tnicn v.ouia require tnem oo
play an inferior role or to compete v.ith superiors.
They often compensate this Y>ith drawal by daydreams
and power fantasies. ..lore often than H husbands,
they are sporadic and irregular in their habits
of v/ork, dislike detail and the methodical atti-
tude, dislike saving money, and like to wager.
They more often express irreligious attitudes and
are more inclined to radicalism in sex morals and
politics
Again v;e shall consider more in detail the specific
characteristics upon which the above general pictures have
been based. As in the case of the v;iv6s, the happy hus-
bands are apt to be more serene, poised, and stable, and
less neurotic than the unhappy ones. The happy husbands
tend to be more self-confident and to enjoy more imier
peace and assurance. Unhappy men withdraw from group con-
tacts, In this respect they differ from the unhappy women
who tend to meet this same situation v^ith compensation and
over-compensation, hen who are ill ot ease in themselves
and with others tend to be domineering and on the defensive
or else too conciliatory and over affable. Happy husbands
demonstrate a. positive attitude of cooperation. Their res-
ponses indicate expectancy and preferring of fellowship
rather than of rivalry or competition. Happy and unhappy
husbands appear to differ also in their fundamental dynam-
ics
.
The former tend to take more initiative T'hile the
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latter are less apt to take a leading role or to assume res
onsikility. In unLiappy wives, we noted tiae tendency to
"flight into reality", a form of compensation, , a riding-
fast-in-all-directions-at-once type of reaction. Unhappy
husbands to not manifest this type of behavior, ihey are
more apt to escape from reality, escape being often ef-
fected through fantasy. In regard to benevolent attitudes.
we find that happy and unhappy husbands differ as do hap-
py and unhappy wives save that the gap between the two
groups of husbands is considerably wider than in the case
of the Y;ives. The romance seeking differentiates tne male
group as it does the female groups, but not to such a mark-
ed degree. The diversions of tne happy and unhappy hus-
bands do not differ as do those of the two sets of wives.
Hov/ever, the happy husbands appear to have a tendency to
exceed in certain quiet interests such as literature. In
regard to methods of work and the care of money, the dif-
ferences between happy and unhappy husbands are strikingly
similar to those between the happy and unhappy wives.
Happy men tend to be methodical and painstaking in their
work and more conservative of their money. They also tend
to be more generally conservative than the unhappy ones.
Among other things, they feel that standards of morality
apply to themselves as well as to their wives. They are
interested in constructive work with young people, in a
moderate amount of religion, and are conservative in
politics
.
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The foregoing discussion of temperaments is tne first
thorough one of its kind, based as it is upon statistical
findings. Its ramifications ere innumerable. Perhaps its
greatest service is in the proof thet the happy temperament
is one of the most important factors favoring marital hap-
piness
.
But of one thiiig vie must be cautious. In most
of these correlations v;e have no way of determining v/hat
is cause and what effect. However, this may be, the find-
ings are so signigicant as to present a challenge to the
home, the school, and the community to develop in children
the type of personality which will tend to be productive
of marital happiness.

Caapter III
I
Fundamental Factors: General
In the foregoing chapter, \ie have considered those
attributes of the personality wliich tend to be correlated
with marital happiness or unhappiness. Personality fact-
ors are one of the two main classifications of our data
on the positive and negative factors in marital happiness,
the second being that of fundamental or background fact-
ors. These background factors are best divided into those
which are general in nature; those pertaining to the fam- i
ily; and those related to sex education, sex attitudes,
i
and sex practices. The discussion of the general back-
ground factors will include the occupation of the parents
of the subjects, the amount of education of the spouses
and their relative mental abilities, the place where the
,
spouses first met, how long their courtship lasted, and !
how well they knew each other prior to their marriage, |
their aces at marriage, and the age differences between
the spouses. >
i
Most of these factors have been at some time or other
I
the source of a considerable amount of comment, the com-
ments being in the nature of what Terman calls, "armchair jl
^
i
speculations" . The data presented here does not belong to
|j
this category, being based upon statistical findings.
|
Parental Occupation
;
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aave upon tne marital nappiness or tiielr ctiildren? Is
happiness more characteristic or the upper occupational
|
classes than of the lov.’er ones? |i
I'
As regards the vocation of the parents, Terman^ finds
I
no relationship between it and the marital happiness scores
01 the Children. Kirkpatrickf like Terman, finds no cor-
relation between the occupation of tne parents and the
marital happiness of their children. Obviously, there must
be more research in this area before we can draw any just
or helpful conclusions,
I!
Amount of Education of Marriage Partners !
There are two aspects to the puesti.-n of whether the
amount of education or the spouses nas any correlation with
their happiness or unhappiness in marriage. The first con-
cerns the amount of education v.'hich a given spouse has; the
second involves the educational differences between the I
spouses
,
considering first of all the education which a given
,j
spouse has in relation to marital happiness, Terman^ rinds |i
but one correlation that is significant statistically.
j
1
1
1 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness
, p. Ib^'
2 Kirkpatrick; "^actors in Marital Adjustment", A^ierican !
Journal of Sociology
,
43; 2Y0-2«3, 1937
3 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness, i
p. 15b
'
I
ji

This indicates tnat tnere tends to be sligntly greater
happiness in store for v:ives v.nose nusbands are better
educated. Obviously it may not be tne advanced education
in itself v/nicn is responsible for tne increase in the
V7ife’s happiness, for botn the education and tliis increas-
ed happiness may be tne result of superior intelligence.
Thus both may be results ratner than one being cause and
the ot’ner effect. This explanation would appear to be
borne out by data soon to be presented in the section on
the relative mental ability of tne spouses.
Dickinson^ cones to the sweeping conclusion on tne
basis of thirty-four of his cases that college education
unfits a woman for sexual love aiid married life. Terman^,
however, finds no basis for such a conclusion. His data
shows that marital nappiness scores tend to run higher
among college women. Davis-^ definitely supports Terman
in this respect. Bernard^ takes a middle-of-the-road stand
on the question, reporting a finding of negligible correl-
ation between tne amount of schooling and marital happiness
1 Dickinson and Beam: A Thousand IJarriages
, p. 3Y5
2 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Hapoiness,
p. 190
3. Davis: Factors in tne Sex Life of 'Twenty-Two Hundred
Women
, p , 39
4 Bernard: "Factors in tne Distribution of Success in
Marriage," American Journal of Sociology
,
49-60, 1934
r*-
zO
KirkpaT.rick^ sliovvs similar results. So mucLi for tiie mat-
b6r of tne eftects of tne amount of education acquired by
a given spouse. ,
i I
j!
In tde educational differences betiiveen spouses, one '
would expect to find more promounced correlations tnan in
tne section just above. One v;ould also expect to rind
-
.
. .
'I
tnat aifferences in education bet; een nusbands and v^ives
are apt to give rise to situations militating against mar-
j
it si Liappiness. Terman'=^ fii'icis little to support tnese
expectations save in cases ^7nere tne alscrepancy in amount '
i
or education amounts to rive years or more. In cases wnerei
|i
tne nusoand nad nad five years or more or scnooling in ex-
cess of the wife, tier ’napoiness score v/as si^^nif icantly
bigher than when the husband had five or more years less
schooling than she had had. Oddly enough, the husband's
:
I
happiness score is not noticeably affected by these dis- !
crepancies in the amoqnts of schooling,
Hamilton^ and Kirkpatrick"^ also have studied the re-
lationship of educational differences to marital happiness.
1 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marriage adjustment," Aaerlcan
Journal of Sociolop;"
, 45 : 270-2^3} 1937
2 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness,
P . 190
3 Hamilton: A Research in Marriage , p. 512-513
|
i
4 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marital Adjustment," American
Journal of Sociology
,
43: 270-233, 1937

The former reports that wives whose educations are greater
than their husbands* tend to be less satisfied with mar-
riage than the average with their marriages, while their
husbands are more satisfied than the average. Husbands
with more education than their v/ives were found more fre-
quently in the dissatisfied group. And when the husband-
wife education level was equal, husbands tended to fall ixi
the satisfied group. Kirkpatrick offers his findings to
the effect that while the 'number of years of schooling,
as such, is unrelated to marital adjustment, similarity
in schooling of husband and wife is somewhat more charact-
eristic of t'ne well-adjusted couples.
Burgess and Cotrell^ find that the hig'ner the educat-
ional level at the time of marriage the greater the chances
are that the marriage adjustment score will be high. It
also seems that contrary' to certain recent pronouncements
on the college girl as a poor marriage risk, t'ne wife's
educational achievement makes more difference in the
chances for a high adjustment score in marriage than does
the husband's.
1 Burgess and Cotrell; "The Prediction of Adjustment in
Marriage"
,
American Sociological Review
,
1; 737-751, 193^
3y a well adjusted marriage is meant one "in which the
attitudes and actions of each of the partners produces
an environment which is highly favorable to the proper
functioning of tne personality structures of each part-
ner, particularly in the sphere of primary relationships."
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Relative :.:ental Ability of Spouses
Terman^ alone iias collected data in this area. He re-
quested His subjects to rate tlieir mates in comparison to
their ov;n mental ability as "very superior, somev.’hat great-
er, about equal, somevjhat less, considerably less." The
results Were: (1) A marked tendency for wives who rated
their husbands inferior to have much lower happiness scores
than other wives, but the women who rated their husbands as
superior do not have happiness scores above tne average
of the group in which husband and 'wife are rated equal.
(2) Those husbands are happiest whose rated mental ability
is equal or somewhat superior to that of the wife. Com-
pared to these men, both the markedly superior and the in-
ferior husbands tend to be not so happy. (3) 'When the hus-
band la inferior, the wife is unhappy; when the v/ife is in-
ferior, the 'nusband is unhappy. (4) lyomen who are markedly
Inferior have the highest happiness mean of the four groups
while their husbands have the lowest happiness mean. Thus,
we find no support for the idea that men prefer mentally
inferior wives
.
Quantitative and Qualitative Aspects of Courtsnip2
T'ne value placed upon courtship is in direct relation-
s’nip to t'ne functions which the culture ascribes to
1 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness,
p. 192-194
2 Courts'nip: period of time from first meeting to marriage.
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marriage. Lodern courtsiilp is a ne\v stage in our evolution
and it goes Hand in hand ^^'ith the change of emphasis from
the economic and biological elements to the personal ele-
ments in marriage, and vice versa. Many volumes have been
77rittsn about this phase of human relationsiiips
,
but little
reliable information has been collected regarding the var-
ious .aspects of the experience. It is our purpose to pre-
sent here what statistical data is available regarding the
place or the circumstances of the first meeting of the mar-
ried subjects, the length of their pre-marit:l friendship,
the length of the engegement, and the. degree to which they
came to know each other prior to marriage. Terman^ alone
has statistical data regarding these phases of courtship.
First let us consider the circumstances of tne first
meeting. Terman has gat:.ered nis findings under five
groups; (1) neighborhood acquaintances, home of friends,
church or social organization; (2) private recreation, com-
mercial recreation, or "pick up"; (3) travel or resort; (4)
scnool or college; and (5) business contact. The cnief
fact gleaned from the results is that as far as future
marital happiness is concerned, it doesn't make a great
deal of difference where "boy meets girl" . However, the
data does slightly favor conventionality, groups (1) and
(3) being nighest, with (4) and (5) ranking next and about
equal, and group (2) rating the lowest.
1 Terman: Psycholorcical Factors in Marital Hap-'iness,
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Next T/6 siiall consider tde lengta of tiie premarital
acquaintances'aip
.
In t’ne case of tde Liusbands there seems
to he a tendency in the direction of a lower happiness
score in connection with a courtsliip of less than three
years, and in the direction of a higher nappiness score
for five to seven years acquaintancesnip
.
In tne case or
the v/ives, an acquaintanceship of less than one year tends
to be associated witn a lower happiness score. Outside
of this category, the woman's chances for happiness do not
appear to be greatly affected either v;ay by the length of
the period of acquaintanceship or courtship. But by and
large the difference both in the case of the husband and
in that of the vjives is so slight as to be of very little
significance. The evidence merely tends to indicate that
a woman can size up a man as well in one year as a man
can a woman in three years.
The data regarding the length of tne engagement is
similar to that or tne paragraph above. In bue case or
wives, only those engaged less than three months tend to
have a happiness score belov; tne mean. It is interesting
to note, in light of the supposed evils of a long engage-
ment, th-t engagements of five years or more are associat-
ed with suprisingly high happiness scores.
Lastj.y, we snail consider tne degree to wnich spouses
became acquainted with each other during their courtship
period and its relationship to the chances for marital hap-
piness. In this area Terman considers his findings
I.
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unreliable, for tbere appears to be a marked tendency for
ttie bappy spouses to feel tnat tney kne‘ vjiiat good mates
ttiey were getting before tney married tnem, and for uniiappy
spouses to blame tneir unnapoiness upon tne fact tnat tney
did not know wnat tney were getting. It is unfortunate
tnat we do not nave reliable findings on tnis aspect of
courts nip, for it would appear to be a nignly important
factor in marital nappiness
,
Age at LCarriage
I
I
A great deal nas been said in favor of young marriages,
because in early adultnood tne 'nabit-patterns are less i
firmly set and tne spouses are supposed to nave less dif-
;
ficulty adjusting to eacn otner. Tiie reverse, it nas been
often said, is true in tne case of tnose wno marry in tne i
i
early tnirties or later. How muen of tnis tneory can be
j
I
I
supported is seen below,
Terman^ finds tnat tnere is but little consistent re-
I
lationsnip between marital nappiness and tne age of either J
i
»
spouse at marriage above tne ages of tv:enty for vrives and
twenty-two for nusbands. Those married younger tnaii these
ages tend to nave slightly lower nappiness scores,
J
Davis'^ places more emphasis than does Terraan upon the
1 Terman: Psy choloprical Factors in I-Iarital Happiness,
p, lyo-m
Davis; Factors in the Se:< Life of -Tv/enty-Two Hundred
omen, p , 59
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relationship of greater maturity to better chances for
happiness. Hov:ever, the numbers upon v.’hich she bases her
findings sre small, and the difference bet’.veen her groups
not significant statistically.
Bernard ' s^correlations suggest that early marriages
are favorable to marital happiness rather than unhappiness.
Thus the consensus of opinion appears to favor early mar-
riage
.
Age Differences Between Spouses
Our culture has for generations been against the mat-
ing of those differing greatly in age, particularly when
the woman is older than the man. Unfortunately vve nave
but little data in this area which would either quality or
disqualify the above traditional precept. Among Terman’s^
subjects there were too few spouses whose ages differed
greatly for his findings to be reliable. Kirkpatrick^ and
Bernard^ likewise have studied age differences in spouses,
but their results also are based upon numbers vrhich are
too small to rule out the effects of chance. However, all
1 Bernard: "Factors in the Distribution of "uccess in
Carriage," American Journal of Sociology
,
40: 49-bO, 19:54
2 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness , p. Ibjl
p Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marital Adjustment," American
J ou rna 1 of Sod oTo gy , 43: 270-283, 1937
4 Bernard: "Factors in the Distribution of Success in
j
'.'arriage," American Journal of Sociology, 40: 49-bO, 1934 ,
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of faese investigators tend to agree tnat differences oi
four to ten ye. rs in favor of tne nusOand add to ratner
tiian ce tract from marital happiness, Tne otlier point upon
wnicn tney tend to agree is that similarity of age is also
conducive to marital happiness.
Summary
Looking hack over the various topics in this chapter,
we find that according to statistical data so far available
many of the factors supposed to have a marked affect upon
marital happiness have but little influence. Those factors
T;hich either have little or no correlation w'ith marital hap-
piness, or have inconsistent correlations, or about which nc
conclusion has been reached due to confusion or lack of evid
ence are parental occupation, the relative schooling of the
spouses, the degree to which the spouses ceiiie.to know each
other prior to marriage, and the age differences of the
spouses
.
Those factors showing some degrees of correlation with
marital happiness are the amount of schooling of each spouse
the circumstances of the first acquaintanceship, the length
of the engagement, the length of the courtship, and the age
at marriage
.
None of the factors in this chapter correlate very
highly with happiness scores, with the one exception of the
factor of the relative mental ability of the spouses. It
remains for the follov/ing chapter to demonstrate such fact-
ors as have really hiffh positiv e correlations
,
»
1

Cliapter IV
Fundamental Factors: Family
The earliest role of the child is in the family sit-
uation. It is nere that he acquires nis fundamental pat-
terns of reaction towarxi others, toT/ard problems, and to-
ward life situations in general, social and child psych-
ologists have written numerous books regarding the various
elements which tend to thwart and change the coarse of the
child's normal development. Most of their material has
come from clinical observation and some of it is hardly
more than pliilosophizing
. However, we do have some con-
crete data regarding the marital happiness of parents,
parent- child relationships, sibling inter-relationships,
home discipline and punishment, childhood happiness, and
religious training--all of ehich was collected wltn an eye
to its correlation with marital happiness.
Marital Happiness in the Parents
Popenoe and TTicks^, studying the hundreds of couples
who consult ahe Los Angeles Institute of Family Relations
for guidance in their marriages, came to the conclusion
that there is a "tradition" of marital happiness that is
passed along from parents to children. "The advantage of
the happy home is more than half again as great as that
1 Popenoe and ""icks; "Marital Happiness in Two G-ene rat-
ions," Mental Hygiene
,
21: 218-223, 1937

of the unhappy home so far as concerns tne cnildren's
chance of making a success of their ov/n marriages in the
future
Hamilton^ also comes to the conclusion that "children
from discoirdant families do not make the best matrimonial
' risks
'
pTerraan's conjecture is that parental marital happine
has its effect in two ways; first, in the matter of ner-
edity and second, in that of a happy environment. His con
elusion is that "one can say with confidence that tnere
is a definite tendency for marital happiness to run in
families
Parent-Child Relationships
The field of parent-cnild relaLionsnips is one about
which there is almost endless speculation, some of which
is rather well founded
. Freud has contributed much to
our understanding of psychic processes in this area. But
the actual data which we have regarding the conflicts and
attachments present in a parent-child relationship and
the c»>nsequent influences on marital nappiness is relat-
ively meager.
1 Hamilton: A Research in Marriage
, p. 5?5
2 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Happines s,
p. 202-207

Ki rkpat-rl ck^ find s t.h.at. sex favorit-ism seems not. to
play a greater p^rt in maladjusted marriages ttisn in well-
adjusted ones. He further concludes that equal intimacy
;
I
with both parents on tne part of tne woman makes for adj-
ustment in marriage. Hamilton^ also finds that such in-
j
tiraacy makes for greater marital satisfaction. In regard
to men, Hamilton finds that equal fondness for the par-
ents and admiration fo the mother's physical attractive-
ness and mental capacity favor greater marital satisfaction,
. Terman's^ data shows that the happiness of both spouses
is positively correlated with attachment to and lack of
conflict with the parents. These correlations are consid-
ered "highly reliable and consistent in direction." ^s
regards wives, Terman concludes that there is a definite
and reliable association between a lov/ happiness score and
markedly greater attachment for one parent as against the
other. In the case of men, t-nere is a tencency for those
who are ratner strongly attached to their mothers to nave
a slightly higher happiness score.
Sibling Inter-helationships I
!
We have heard much regarding the poor mates which only
1 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Iv^arital Adjustment," American
Journal of Sociology
,
43: 270-253 > 1957
2 HamilbOn: A Research in Marriage , Ch. XI
Terman; Psychological Factors in Ilarltal Happiness,
p. 215-217
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ctiildren malie, and the spouses v7ho are good mates hepause
their sihlings vzere .all of the opposite sex. How much of
this folklore is true?
Terman's^ findings are that in the case of men it
makes no appreciable difference whether they were only
children or not; and as for tae wives, it makes only a
slight difference, not enough to carry much v/eight , In
regard to siblings of tne opposite sex, the data shows
that having no sisters is favorable to a man’s marital
happiness, but having no brothers is slightly unfavorable
to a woman’s marital happiness. Also Terman finds that
the order of birth bears no relation to marital happiness.
2Kirkpatrick tends to agree with Terman that there
is but little or no relationship between sibling position
and marital adjustment. If these findings are correct,
obviously our folklore is largely without foundation.
Home Discipline and Punishment
Kirkpatrick^ could find no significant influence at-
tributable to the authoritarian pattern in the childhood
family backgrounds, nor did the authoritarian patterns of
the parents appear to affect the marital happiness of the
1 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Hapoiness,
p. 'P09-211
2 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marital Adjustment," Anerlcan
Journal of Sociology
,
43: 270-2^3, 1937
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cliildren
.
Tennan^ finds tnat tne type of nome discipline v/liicn
has the greatest tendency to he associated v:ith .aarital
happiness is that described as "firm, not harsh"
.
Hus-
bands and ^ives closely parallel each other in this res-
pect, Punishments which vzere frequent and severe have a
slight correlation with marital unnappiness. Obviously,
we must be careful here not to assume causal relationships
where there are none. The matter of punishment is also
closely bound up with childhood happiness (which the next
section will show is very essentiil to marital happiness)
and parent-child attachments and conflicts. ”106 amount
or punishment received in tne early years profoundly af-
fects tne cnild’s happiness, weakens tne bonds of attach-
ment to the parents, and intensifies parent-child con-
flicts,"^ These correlations should be highly significant
to those interested in child training.
Childhood Happiness
As Freudian psychology has increasingly permeated our
thinking, we have come to be more aware of the significance
of childhood happiness in relation to cdult life in gen-
eral.
1 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness ,
p. 229-233
2 Ibid
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Tennan's^ findings in tdis area stand out in bold
relief to many of fae otner results vyaicii snow only slight
correlations. "The incidence of extremely happy childhood
is more than twice as great in the high happiness group as
in the low happiness group and tne incidence of unhappy
childhood is more than twice as great in the low group
as in the high. This holds for both husbands and wives.”
It would seem that Terman has found a factor here of great
importance, one which has been overlooked by all other
investigators
.
Religious Training
doing hand in hand with the precepts of the moralists
has been the dictum that religious training is a prerequi-
site to marital happiness. No doubt religion has offered
escape for many an unhappily married spouse, but of what
real value has it been in producing marital adjustment
and happiness?
pTerman 's tentative conclusion is that very little or
very much religious training is less favorable to marital
happiness than is just a moderate amount. Like childhood
happiness, religious training has been but slightly
1 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness
,
P. 227
2 Ibid p. 235

34
investigated. Kirkpatrick^ iias done a bit of researcti in
tliis field, obtaining results w’ciica v;ould tend to snow tiiat
a lack of religious interest may be favorable to marital
adjustment. His data also shows but very little confirm-
ation of the existing belief that mixed marriages (relig-
iously) are more apt to be poorly adjusted than well ad-
justed
.
Summary
This chapter shows some very definitely reliable pos-
itive end negative factors in marital nappiness
.
Chief
among these is the vital importance of childhood happiness.
Following close upon the heels of this factor is tnat of
the marital happiness of the parents, obviously a situat-
ion also affecting childhood happiness
.
Almost equally
desirable is the presence of the child's fond attachment
to both parents and the lack of conflict with them. The
absence or presence of siblings does not make a great deal
of difference although the consensus of opinion is that
only children have a somewh.-t more difficult time adjust-
ing to marriage than do those with siblings. Discipline
in the home should be firm but not harsh. Religious train-
ing is the only factor in this chapter which has too little
correlation with marital happiness to be significant.
1 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marital Adjustment," American
Journal of Sociology
,
43: 270-283, 1937
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chapter V
Fundamental Factors: Sex- Education,
Attitudes, and Practices
In this chapter we shall discuss sex education, the
parental response to the child’s curiosity, sexual shock,
|
I
the latency period, menstruation, petting, hetero-sexual
|
relationships, desire to he of tne opposite sex, homosexual-|
I
ity, masturbation, pre-marital intercourse, end pre-marital
attitudes towards sex-- all in their relationship to mar-
ital happiness.
Most of tne above items have long been issues about
wnich religious leaders, educators, youth leaders, and lay
people in general have had much to say. How much their
contentions are upheld by the data available to date, rill
be interesting to note.
Sex Education
A great deal of opinion has for some time found its
way into print regarding the v/hen, what, and by whom as-
pects of sex education. Many have philosophized, as it
,
I
were, about the matter, but only tnree or four have taken
the trouble to acquire statistical data wnich might be
I
considered at all reliable.
I
It has generally been assumed that the parents, part-
icularly the mothers in the case of little girls, are the
best ones to introduce tne child into tne "mysteries of
life"
. The conclusion tnat not infrequently mothers are
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unfortunate informants nas been reached by Davis'^ as tne re-
sult of ner studies. The mothers who were thus rcted were
j
condemned not so much for the infoiroation they gave or fail-
ed to give, but for their attitude, for the way in which
they made explanations, and the chance words they uncon-
sciously let drop waich produced distorted ideas in the
minds of the children. However, as compared with other
sources of information, mothers ranked among the best, but
the difference is too slight to be signigicant. Terman's^
findings indicate that there is but little relationship
between tne marital happiness score and the sources of
sex information. In general, husbands v/hose chief infor-
mants were other children tend to have lower happiness
scores than those instructed by either parents or teachers.
In regard to the wives, teachers appear to have been their
best source of information, their parents being second
best. Those who secured data from other adults and chil-
dren tend to have low’er happiness scores, as do also the
husbands ,
Hence, Terman and Davis, trying to discover the same
relationship, come to the conclusion that in general it
hence.
does not make a great deal of difference a comes the infor-
mation although parents and teacners make the best showing
1 Davi s : Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty- Two Hundred
^Tomen, Ch. V
2 Terman: Psychological Factors in LTarital Happiness ,
p, 240
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and other children the poorest. Ho’.7ever, the correlation
or sources with the marital nappiness score is not suf-
ficiently significant in either case to warrant a definite
conclusion
.
Hamilton^ is the only otner person v/ho has collected
data in this field, and he has attempted to snov/ the relat-
ionship 'Detv7een the source of tne earliest sex information
and the present orgasm capacity of the v;oman. His findings
are that those women who picked up their information from
the farm and from reading have the highest percentage of
orgasm capacity
.
Those having the second highest percent-
age received their earliest inf orraationfrom their mothers.
Two other sources showing fair correlation with present
orgasm capacity are otner children and relatives , While
these results are interesting, Hamilton's cases are too
few in number, as has been pointed out previously, for
the findings to be reliable. However, they are suggestive
and invite further research.
Our next logical inquir^^ involves what the child
should be told. Does the amount of his information matter?
Does the a ;e at which he receives it have any influence?
How does what he learns about this aspect of life fit into
the picture?
In collecting data on the nature and amount of sex
information received, the following facts stand out.
i
1
1 Hamilton; A Research in liarriage, p.
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Davls^ finds t'nat 56.9 percent in tne unnappy group nad nad
no sex instruction prior to marriage as over against 44,
percent in tne nappy group wLio nad nad no instruction.
Forty-tnree and one-tentn percent of tne unnappy group nad
nad instruction as against 55.3 percent in tne nappy group
who nad ’nad instruction prior to marriage. Davis‘S consid-
ers tnese figures demonstraoly significant.
In concluding tne findings in tnis area and tne ram-
ifications tnereof, Davis makes tne follo\7ing statement;
"V.'e are able to snov^ tnat for tne group under
consideration preparation for tne sex side of mar-
riage is a factor making for married Happiness;
tnat t'nere is a correlation between preparation and
fne attractiveness of tne married relationsnip it-
self as it comes into experience; tnat w'nen these
first experiences are attractive there is a greater
chance for subsequent happiness. There is, as might
be expected, a greater chance for happiness where
the original experience was pleasurable, and four
times as many of the happy group as of the unhappy
have found these sex relations so during tneir en-
tire married life. On tne other hand, at the time
of filling out the questionnaire more than four
times as many of the unhappy group as of tne happy
group found them distasteful."
Terman^ ^7 as also interested in tne amount of infor-
mation received and its relationship to marital happiness.
His conclusions vary somewhat from those of Davis, in that
he finds that the amount has but little beciring on marital
1 Davis: Factors in the Sex Life of Tv.’enty- Two Hundrgd
Women
, p . 61
2 Ibid p. Y6-7Y
3 Terman: Psychological Factors in Idarital Happiness,
p. 237-240
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tiappiness. He grants t’aat ttie wording of nis questions,
"adequacy of sex instruction; entirely, reasonably, ratner
inadequate, and very inadequate", leaves room for a great
variety of interpretations and definitions. Tbe fact t’aat
t’aere is no correlation betv;een tnese two entities does not
necessarily mean fnat sex education does no good. It is
possible tnat tbe information obtained ’nelped tne person
through adolescence but did not prepare him for marriage.
Again Hamilton^ has found some interesting relation-
ships betv/een the kinds of sex information and tne orgasm
capacity of married women, fne type or Information con-
nected most frequently witn orgasm adequacy v/as tnat con-
cerning tne motner’s (out not tne fatner's) luncoion in
reproduction. Only 40.00 percent or tne women who receiv-
ed tneir sex instruction through illustrations from t’ne
birds and flov/ers had adequate orgasm capacity as against
60.00 percent who v/ere inadequate in this area. Fifty-
eight and eighty- two hundredthspercent of the women v/ho
v/ere told that babies are t'ne result of copulation and to
w'nom copulation was explained had adequate orgasm capacity.
Only 43.75 percent of those receiving vague information
about copulation had adequate orgasm capacity. Sixty- t7/o
and one-half percent of those w’no claim not to have remem-
bered the kind of information received or else received
1 Hamilton: A Research in Marriage, p. 295
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none at all ’nave adequate orgasm capacity
. This figure
is rather higher fnan one vrould expect. T’nese relation-
ships are again not comparable to the findings of Terman
and Davis, and are based on too few cases (one hundred in
all) to be valid, but they are suggestive.
The one point which all three of these aut’norities
mention, and yet about which they have no data, is t'ne
effect of the way in w'nich cnildren are given knowledge
of sex. Perhaps the secret of the whole situation lies
not in the kind or the amount of information given or even
the time of its disclosure, but in the manner of its
presentation
.
Parental Response to Child's Curiosity
Closely aliln to t’ne matter of t‘:ie manner in which
parents divulge the sex information is t’ne nature of the
parent's response to t’ne child's curiosity about sex.
Terman^ finds t’nat both the husbands and the wives
w'no did not disclose their curiosity about t'nings of a
sexual nature rank hig’n in mean happiness score
.
Favor-
able parental attitudes, such as frankness and encour-
agement, appear far more frequently in the happy group than
in the unhappy one. The differences are about the same
1 Terman: Psy c’nological Factors in Llarital Happiness,
p. 245-246
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for 10111 men and women.
What we must constsntly hear in mind is the fact that
the existence of a correlation between one or more fact-
ors does not prove a causal relationship. We do not know
that unfavorable parental response to a child's curiosity
about sex tends to produce marital unhappiness, v;e only
know’ that it correlates with it to such an extent as to
show a trend and an area needing further investigation.
Davis^ finds a correlation between the parental re-
sponse to the child's cariosity and the opinion of her sub-
jects regarding the necessity of sex intercourse for com-
plete mental and physical happiness. Of the 220 v/omen v/ho
do not consider sex intercourse necessary for complete
physical and mental health, 178, ( 85^) met with parental
attitudes of frankness and encouragement, a percentage of
10.4 higher than tne opposing group. From these evidences
Davis draws the suggestion that repressive training may
tern to give rise to "compulsive attitudes regarding sex
and an overstressing of its importance"
.
Hamilton^ finds that women whose parents met their
sex curiosity v:ith frankness and encouragement have the
highest percentage of present orgasm of all the five groups .
Those who were met by neither encouragement nor rebuff or
1 Davis: Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-Tr^o Hundred
women, p , ;4d
2 Hamilton: A Research in Carriage
, p. 298

n^ver V7ent to their parents Vvith questions of a sexual nat-
ure rate the next highest percentages in preserit orgasm cap-
acity. Those \7ho met with parental embarrassment and stif-
fness and even those who were told lies have a moderately
high percentage. However, by and large, Hamilton's data
tends to agree with that of Davis.
Sexual Shock
The question which this section brings up involves the
influences which revolting incidents connected with sex,
occuring during childhood and adolescence, have upon one's
chances for marital happiness,
Terman^ asked the question, "Before the age of fif-
teen, did you encounter any incident connected with sex
which shocked or greatly disgusted you at the time? Yes--,
No— . If so, at what age, or ages? Before 6--; 6 to 10--;
10 to 15— The results indicate that the occurrence of
shock is only slightly greater in the unhappy group than
in the happy group and that it is only in the 10-15 year
group that the difference betv/een the incidence in the
two groups is appreciable.
Dickinson^ finds very different results, but they are
not comparable due to the fact that in the term, sexual
1 Terman: Psy choloirical Factors in Marital Happiness,
p. 250-252
2 Dickinson and Beam: One Thousand Marriages, p, 111-112,
224, 311-313

silock, Lie includes negative conditioning in general. He
claims that half his cases of msrital maladjustment had
suffered from sexual shock.
Hamilton's^ data shows a marked relationship Detv;een
present orgasm inadequacy and experiences of sexual ag-
gression. Yet this data appears to Toe contradicted hy
that v.'hich follows to the effect that "the 24 women vdio
experienced fear, disgust, or shock in reaction to the
first sex act presented a Liigher percentage of cases with
a present orgasm capacity than did any otner group...,
and that, if this group he subdivided, the women who ex-
perienced disgust or both fear and disgust fvsve ahigher
percentage of adequate orgasm capacity than did those v/ho
experienced emotional shock of a less serious nature."
Obviously we really know but very little about tlie
influence of sexual shock upon marital happiness . This
area is most certainly in need of further investigations,
the results of which can be comparable.
Latency Period
Following more or less upon the heels of sexual shock
and certainly in complete contradistinction to it, is the
matter of a latency period. The term itself is borrowed
from Freudian psychology, and is that period between child-
hood and adolescence, during wLiich in the average child
1 Hamilton: A Research in Carriage , p. 296
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the sex drive seemingly becomes dormant.
Davis and Hamilton are the only investigators who have
manifest an interest in tne relationship of this period to
marital happiness. Davis^, extending the latency period to
cover all that period of time from childhood to marriage,
finds that eleven out of the sixteen women in the unhappy
group not only remember sex feelings prior to marriage but
also indulged in different sex practices. Out of the seven-
teen women in the happy group only one recalled strong sex
feelings and three experienced faint feelings of this nat-
ure prior to marriage. Obviously, these numbers are much
too small to be important statistically, but they are sug-
gestive
.
In an attempt to explain this data "the theor;;,/ has
been advanced that when there has been a satisfying and
nonnal development of the sex life in the adult the re-
collection of sex feeling and even sex practices may sinK
into the subconscious." This theory, if sound, may ex-
plain tne differences in the two groups above. The large
number in the happy group who nave no remembrance of their
youthful sex feelings, may have experienced them but have
forgotten them in a happy adjustment of marital relations.
Hamilton'*^ is in strong general accord with Davis
1 Davis: Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-IV^o Hundred
TTomen
, p. 53-5b
2 Hamilton: A Researcn in IJarrlage, p. 295
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regarding tne latency period, coming to t'ne conclusion
that prohahly those "v?ho have a latency period during
the years immediately preceeding puberty would fare bet-
ter than those who have no latency period."
Unfortunately this meager information does not include
the relationship of this period in the male to nis chances
for marital happiness. But of one thing we are certain;
the latency period is shorter in the average male than in
the average female.
Menstruation
The event whicn usually ushers in the adolescent per-
iod is menstruation. The onset of this physiological pro-
cess is met with a variety of reactions; wonder, fear, dis-
gust, hatred*, and acceptance. TJhat effect has its occur-
rence, either by reason of the age of tne individual or
the individual’s reaction to it, upon marital happiness?
Tennan^ finds that menstruation before twelve years
appears to be very slightly associated with lov/er marital
happiness
.
However, tne difference is not enough to be
very significant and the number of cases too small to make
the results reliable.
The only otner research in this area, that of Haiailton?
tends to show the same suggestive trends as does that of
Tennan. This is an area needing much more research.
1 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness
, p. 254
2 Hamilton! A ^Reaearp.h in UaT»r1 p.
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Petting
Petting usually is either the result of an awakened
consciousness of sex or is productive of such an awaken-
ing, or plays hoth roles at once. It is one of the issues
which the moralists have condemned most severely, and with
what Justice on their side?
Changing the title to spooning, Davis^ has collected
data from which she draws the conclusion that there is a
definite relation between spooning during the years from
fourteen to marriage and marital unhappiness. Hov;ever,
Davis cautions the reader to remember it is not safe to
draw general deductions from this study. The numbers con-
sidered are small and the group selective.
Terman^ presents a rather different picture, holding
that petting is not responsible for very much marital un-
happiness. Those wives who answered "never" show a slight
superiority in happiness. However, the relationship may
not be a causal one. For instance, we don't know how many
women who never petted have come out husbandless and so
escaped such an investigation. He further adds the inter-
esting fact that those women wno stated "orgasm always"
are slightly more prevalent in the group of wives who ad-
mitted petting frequently or very frequently
.
1 Davis: Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty- Two Hundred
Women, p . 57
2 Terman: Psy cholo,.:ical Factors in Marital Happiness,
P. 255-257”"^
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Heterosexual Relationships
By heterosexual relationships vie mean the amount of
association with the opposite sex during adolescence. At
least, this is the sense in wnich Terman^ uses the term,
his conclusion being that marital happiness hears no con-
sistent relation to this factor.
p
Hov/ever, Kirkpatrick comes to the conclusion that a
definite relationship exists between adjustment in marriage
and the number of premarital "friendships" with the oppo-
site sex. Hamilton^ also shows a tendency for a relative-
ly large number of premarital love affairs to be associated
with inferior marital satisfaction. However, it should be
borne in mind that no one of these three results are
strictly comparable with the other results.
Desire to be of the Opposite Sex
Terman^ asked this question of his subjects wondering
if it might cast any light on sexual inversion.
In the case of the husbands, as many happy as unhappy
ones went on record as desiring to be of the opposite sex.
Less happy wives made such an admission than did unhappy
ones with a difference between the two groups of 3.7 times
1 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness
, p. 1^57
2 Kirkpatrick: "Factors in Marital Adjustment",
American journal of Sociology
,
43: 270-283, 1937
3 Hamilton; A Research in Marriage , p. 223-224
4 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness, P. 259^
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ttie standard error. Neverttieless
,
tdis data does not
necessarily s'nov/ inversion among wives. Tne greater num-
ber of women desiring to be men may be tiae result of our
culture wnich bas made tuis a "man's world"
.
Homosexuality
G-rowing very naturally out of tiie above section is
the matter of homosexuality and its relation to marital
happiness. Contrary to v/hat might be expected, we nave
but little statistical data regarding this factor.
Davis^ goes on record as finding that "apparently
homosexual relations before marriage have no effect on
the happiness of married life." Hamilton reports exact-
ly the opposite findings, although he correlates nomo-
sexuality with orgasm capacity. "The homosexual women
who had loved only women reported extreme dissatisfaction
v/ith their marriages," and are incapable of tne orgasm ca-
pacity in copulation.
Masturbation
Probably no other aspect of the sex.^-life has been so
discussed, loaded with fears and phobias, and explained in
so many different ways as masturbation has. The quack
literature about its evils is almost unlimited. Even in
1 -Davis: Factors in the S ex Life of Twenty-Two Hundred
Women
, p . 57, 509
2 Hamilton: A Research in Marriage , p. 223
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this day and age, people are still T/arned against it as a
great sin morally and ptiysically. Through no other channel
has so much unvjarranted blasphemy been directed against sex
as through this one. And by what right has the practice
been so condemned?
Davis^ made a rather thorough study of this subject,
coming to the conclusion that there is no relation between
masturbation and the reaction to sex experiences in the mar-
ried life. But farther on in her study she qualifies this
statment as follows: "It would appear that pleasurable re-
action to marital relations was significantly higher during
the first five years of married life in the group that mas-
turbated ( before marriage)
,
but that the pleasurable re-
action persisted longest in the group that never masturba-
ted (prior to marriage) Davis does not offer any e:q)lan-
ation of this situation.
Hamilton^ suggests that there may be two kinds of mas-
turbation. The first type he describes as self-centered and
practiced only because it affords gratification of the sen-
ses. It is "autoerotic" masturbation. The second type is
the product of strong fantasies of embracing and coitus. It
is a substitute for intercourse. Hence, its name, "substi-
tutive" masturbation. Hamilton points out that it is pos-
1 Davis: Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-Two Hundred
Women, p, 177, 1^3
2 Hamilton: A Research in Marriage , p. 441-442
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sitile that a history of "autoerotic" masturbation prior to
marriage might hinder normal marital adjustment. On the
other hand it is conceivable that "substitutive" masturba-
tion prior to marriage might aid in the marital adjustment
to sex.
Premarital Intercourse
The price placed upon virginity has varied all the
way from its being a liability to its being almost as dear
as life itsdlf depending upon the country and the culture.
Our present culture is in the state of changing its for-
mer emphasis on virginity, yet some of its importance still
remains as is evidenced by the following data.
Terman^ finds that where intercourse occurs only with
the future spouse the effects on later happiness are neg-
ligible, Secondly, Termam finds that contrary to the gen-
eral belief, the man’s marital happiness is as much af-
fected by premarital intercourse as is the woman's. Also
the man who has been extremely promiscuous before marriage
is as good a marriage risk as tne man who has been only
moderately promiscuous. In the case of the women, those
who never were promiscuous prior to marriage and those who
had had relations witn six or more men rated in tne happy
group. However, there is a general tendency for men and
women who either were virgins at marriage or had had
1 Terman: Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness
,
p. 3'^4-330
boston university
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relations only witci tneir future spouses to nave nigner nap-
piness scores taan tne otlier groups, Nevertneless, this
correlation is only a correlation and proves absolutely no
causal relationsnip
.
Terman's data also snows tnat a v/ife
who nas bad premarital intercourse wit'n numerous men may
be a better than average marital risk. However, tne amount
of data in tnis area is too small for conclusions to be
reliable
.
Hamilton^ in general tends to agree witn Terman al-
thoug'n t'ne results are not comparable. His conclusion is
t’nat t'nose wbo escape premarital relations tend to snow
more capacity for adequate orgasm. Still, tne difference
is but a ver^^ slight one, especially considering the
small number of cases.
Pr e-Marita1 Attitudes Toward Sex
Each person enters marriage with a set of ideas, im-
pressions and attitudes peculiar to himself or herself.
They determine much of the outcome of the marriage and
they embrace a much larger sphere than that occupied by
sex. Yet, it is only in the pre-marital attitudes regard-
ing sex that we are interested for the moment.
Terman^ alone has collected data in this area. His
conclusions are; (1) "that the woman's pre-marital attitude
1 Hamilton; A Research in Marriage
, p. 342
2 Terman; Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness,
p. 24H-250
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toward sex is much less important than many have thought
it to be," and (2) that "in the case of husbands, premar-
ital attitude toward sex is quite definitely and reliably
related to happiness." The women who looked upon sex with
disgust and aversion prior to marriage have a napoiness
score not reliably lower than the group with so-called bet-
ter attitudes. Husbands who demonstrated "eager and pas-
sionate longing" have reliably lower happiness scores than
the other groups. The indifferent group has a significant-
ly high happiness score, with the "interest and pleasant
anticipation" group ranking close second and being the
mean
.
Summary
For summation we bring together here the general
trends indicated by the findings in the preceeding sec-
tions of this chapter, ^s we have seen, much of the data
is far less significant than we have been leu to expect.
Those factors naving a moderate positive or negative
correlation with marital happiness are adequate sex in-
struction, sexual shock, age at tne time of first menst-
ruation, the latency period, petting, heterosexual re-
lationships, masturbation, and premarital intercourse.
The factors having a high positive or negative cor-
relation with marital happiness are parental response to
the child’s quriosity about matters of sex and premarital
attitudes toward sex.
i

Ciiapter VI
Summary and Conclusions
In the interest of clarity, v:e brins together here
the broad and general findings of a study aimed to discover
what experiences and circumstances prior to marriage pro-
duce factors which are positive or negative in their effect
upon marital happiness.
In Chapter II on Personality Factors, v;e find that
there is a temperamental aptitude for marriage and that a
generally happy temperament is one of the chief factors
responsible for marital happiness. The characteristics
of a happy husband or wife are, in general, serenity,
self-confidence, benevolence, contentment, tlirift, method-
ical industry, conservatism, cooperation, and "VTillingness
'to show initiative and assume responsibility. Obviously
this chapter presents a challenge to the nome, the school,
and the community to develop in children, adolescents, and
others these personality characteristics whicn, v;hile they
may be results of as well as causative factors in marital
happiness, tend to play such a large role in making mar-
riage a happy success.
It is perhaps best to summarize all at once the three
chapters dealing with Fundamental Factors. Herein are
contained discussions of various factors which have long
been the center of much attention and speculation. Stat-
istical lindings surprise us in several cases, removing
emphasis where we have been taught it should be placed and
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TO make tiiis clear we stiall divide tde factors into
four classifications: (1) Tdose daving little or no cor-
relation witti marital happiness or demonstrating inconsis-
tency in correlation. (2) Those showing slight to mod-
erate correlation, (3) Those manifesting a high correl-
ation, and (4) those in regard to which tnere is much con-
fusion among the investigators. Also included in tnis
group are those factors about which we have not sufficient
reliable evidence on wnich to case correlations or con-
clusions ,
Those factors belonging in group (1) are occupation
of parents, relative education of the spouses, and re-
ligions training. In group (2) are found such factors as
the amount of schooling of a given spouse, first meeting
of the spouses, length of courtsnip, length of engagement,
age at marriage, equal fondness for parents, presence of
other siblings, adequate sex instruction, sexual shock,
age at time of first menstruation, latency period, petting,
heterosexual relationships prior to marriage, masturbation,
and pre-marital intercourse . Those factors having high
correlations with marital happiness, (group 3) > sre the
relative mental abilities of tne spouses, childhood hap-
piness, the marital happiness of the parents, parental re-
sponse to the child's curiosity about sex, attactiment to
and lack of conflict with parents, firm but not harsh home
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discipline, and premarital attitudes toward sex.
It is T.'itli a discussion of tde fourtli group of factors
that we shall close tais study. In this group we find con-
fusion in evidence, the entire lack of evidence, or a ser-
ious scarcity of it. Herein are the problems v.hich need
much more investigation, not that all the other factors
discussed in this study are settled issues'.
First, we need to know something about the degree of
acquaintanceship prior to marriage and its relation to
marital happiness. If the purpose of courtship is to
plumb the depths of a potential partner's being, does it
really accomplish this. If so, why? If not, why?
Secondly, we need some less conflicting information
about the relation of age differences in spouses to tneir
marital happiness.
Thirdly, we are in dire neec of more information
about the why, where, by whom, and how aspects of sex ed-
ucation. Much of the data we have is confused. We need
results -’hich are comparable. Davis and Terman ere our
chief contributors in this area, but even their results
are not strictly comparable for Davis has used the word
in the sense of sex education in preparation for the phy-
sical aspects of marriage, v;aile Terman has used it in a
broader sence, including the kind of sex knowledge which
may help one through adolescence and yet not prepare one
for the marriage situation. Also we v/ant to know whether
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or not tae manner in V7nicn sex inrormstion is imparted is
less, just as, or more important tiian tne nature of t'ne
instruction itself,
Fourtnly, wnat is tne relationsdip of varying degrees
of premarital and nomosexual experiences to marital Hap-
piness?
Obviously vie still nave far to go in tne matter of
predicting tne cnances of marital Happiness and preparing
our cnildren so tnat tney may stand a better cliance of
being 'nappy and satisfied partners. Yet, Vve nave come
far considering tne relative ne’.vness of tnis type of re-
searcn, tne vastness of tne field, and tne barriers of
prejudice to be broken dovm. It -will be interesting and
well worth while to note what the future brings forth.
A
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